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Question: 1 
   
Why should you run an SAP HANA delta merge? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. To decrease memory consumption 
B. To combine the query cache from different executions 
C. To improve the read performance of InfoProviders 
D. To move the most recent data from disk to memory 
 

Answer: A,C     
 

Question: 2 
   
For which requirements do you suggest an SAP HANA modeling focus rather than an SAP BW/4HANA 
modeling focus? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. Load snapshots or deltas from different sources on a periodic basis 
B. Leverage SQL in-house knowledge 
C. Enhance existing SAP HANA content models 
D. Report on a harmonized set of master data 
 

Answer: B,C     
 

Question: 3 
   
In the Web IDE for SAP HANA workspace, you have imported a project including an HDB module with 
calculation views. What do you need to do in the project settings before you can successfully build the 
HDB module? 
 
A. Enter an organization 
B. Assign a space 
C. Reset the project type 
D. Define a package 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 4 



   
The Database Explorer in the Web IDE for SAP HANA provides a data file import wizard to create a table 
in SAP HANA from a flat file. What are possible actions after the system suggests the target structure? 
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. Map InfoObjects to fields in the target table. 
B. Adjust the suggested data type of the target table fields. 
C. Define sorting properties for a target table field. 
D. Switch the table type between row store and column store. 
E. Change the order of the fields in the target table. 
 

Answer: A,D,E     
 

Question: 5 
   
You would like to highlight the deviation from predefined threshold values for key figure actual revenue. 
Which BW feature do you use? 
 
A. Structure 
B. Calculated key figures 
C. Conditions 
D. Exceptions 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 6 
   
You created an Open ODS view of type Facts. Which object type can you associate with a view field in 
the characteristics folder? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. Open ODS view of type Facts 
B. Calculation View of type Dimension 
C. Open ODS view of type Master Data 
D. InfoObject of type Characteristic 
 

Answer: B,C     
 

Question: 7 
   
With which query considerations can you optimize the query performance? Note: There are 3 correct 
answers to this question. 
 



A. Use exclude functions in the restricted key figures 
B. Use mandatory characteristic value variables 
C. Use characteristic filters that overlap 
D. Use fewer drill-down characteristics in the initial view 
E. Use include functions in the restricted key figures 
 

Answer: A,B,D     
 

Question: 8 
   
In an SAP HANA Calculation View, you need to combine attributes data (left table) and the data’s 
language-dependent texts (right table) using a text join. What should you select to restrict the result set 
to the logon language? 
 
A. The language column in the right table 
B. The join cardinality between both tables 
C. The logon language in the left table 
D. The language column in the left table 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 9 
   
Which of the following are possible source types for an Open ODS view? Note: There are 3 correct 
answers to this question. 
 
A. Database table or view 
B. Open hub destination 
C. CompositeProvider 
D. Transformations 
E. DataStore object (advanced) 
 

Answer: A,D,E     
 

Question: 10 
   
With SAP BW/4HANA 2.0, SAP introduced a new capability called Write Interface for DataStore objects 
(advanced). Which SAP solutions can leverage this interface to push data into the inbound table of 
DataStore objects (advanced)? Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. SAP Data Services 
B. SAP Landscape Transformation Replication Server 



C. SAP Process Integration 
D. SAP Business Technology Platform 
E. SAP Data Warehouse Cloud 
 

Answer: B,D,E     
 


